4 Pechora Knowledge Svslem
In this first phase of PRISM a lot of knowledge was obtained.

series of scientific

Both existing data from Russian literature as weil as new infor-

the contents of this system, we address in this report to the

mation in the field attributed to the databases.

As to our goal

of working towards a Decision Support System (DSS), the data

reports. In order to guide the reader through

major findlngs from the different clusters.

Including the project

description report, in the PKS a total of 29 reports was produced.

were subdivided into functional working groups, the clusters.
Each cluster had a Dutch and a Russian scientist

responsible

Below you will find a list of reports (4.1) and a descriptive

for leading the respective party. These so cal led werkpackages

summary of the highlights (4.2 - 4.6). The full texts of the

resulted in a set of deliverables which contributed to the final

reports are available on the CD-rom which accompanies

result, the Pechora Knowledge System. The PKS consists of

publication.

this

primary data, a GIS section, two modelling excercises and a

4. 1 List of reports
Cluster

Title

Authors

Cluster 0 - Project management

o

PRISM 05 Project document

M.R. van Eerden, B. Pedroli & H. Leummens

Cluster A - Hydrology
A1

Hydrology of the Pechora basin

A. Kokovkin et al.

A2

Hydreloglcal modelling of the Peehora River Basin

A. Hooijer & F. Diermanse

A3

Hydrology of the Pechora Delta

V. Polonskiy

Cluster B - Eco/ogy
B1

Biodiversity assessment

B2

Hydroehemistry

L. Khokhlova

B3

Fish and fisheries

V. Ponomarev, A.B. Zakharov & VU.P. Shubin

B4

Land use

S. Kochanov & S. Degteva

B5

Human impact on the vegetatlon

S. Degteva

B6

Forestry modeling

M. Schelhaas et al.

B7

Ecological expedition Pechora upstream 2002 - Bolshaya Synya

H. Leummens, V. Ponomarev &

B8

Ecological expedition Pechora Delta 2002 - Tobseda

R. Noordhuis & M.R. van Eerden (Eds.)

B9

Ecological expedition Pechora upstream 2003 - Vel'yu River

H. Leummens, V. Ponomarev &

and Upper Pechora

T. van der Sluis (Eds.)

T. van der Sluis

T. van der Sluis (Eds.)

B10

Eeological expedition Pechora Delta 2003 - Delta and Russkiy Zavorot R. Noordhuis & M.R. van Eerden (Eds.)

B11

Barnacle Goose expedition Tobseda 2004

K. Litvin et al.

B12

Ecological system of the northern Pechora basin

V. Elsakov (Ed.).

B13

Ecological system of the eastern Pechora basin

V. Ponomarev & H. Leummens (Eds.)

B14

Ecological system of the Pechora-lIyeh Nature Reserve

A.G. Kopryanov et al.

B15

Fish investigations Kara Sea region

V. Ponomarev & O. Loskutova

Cluster C - Economy
C1

Socio-economie characteristics

T. Dmitrieva et al.

C2

Forest resources and their economie value

A. Ziotnitskiy

C3

Fisheries in the Nenets Region

V. Evdokimov

Cluster D - GIS & DSS
D1

Pechora GIS

H. Leummens & A. Kossov

D2

Vision on implementation of PKS

A. Serov et al.

D3

Development of PKS

P.S. Grashoff

Cluster E - Awareness
E1

Pechora basin Iiterature review

V. Ponomarev, M. Munsterman &

E2

PRISM awareness activities

V. Ponomarev & H. Leummens

E3

Study tour Russian oil and gas stakeholders

M. de Vries, V. Ponomarev & M. van Eerden

E4

Study tour forestry stakeholders

B. Pedroli & H. Leummens

H. Leummens (Eds.)
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4.2 Hvdrologv, cluster A
Pechora River flow hydrologicalIy modelled
A1, A2

~
evaporation

Aljosja Hooijet; Alexander Kokovkin

.

Pechora basin hydrology
The hydrology of the Pechora is characteristic
rivers: most precipitation

nunfall

~~q~~e~~~

_
I
I
I

relreezin

Dry Snow

I

occurs as snow (October-April), and

1

I
I
I
I
I
I

-----------------------------

most discharge occurs in a few weeks around May, when

1

di: eet runoff

snowmelt occurs. Soils in much of the basin are frozen at

",ln'Mfl

infiltrarion

least part of the year, so base flow is limited. The timing of
largely

by snowmelt, and the movement of peak runoff through the
river system is controlled largely by the presence of ice. Both
snowmelt and ice break-up are controlled by temperature;

snowfall

sno\\ melt

Free water
reservoir

for (sub-) arctic

peak runoff generation (from land to river) is controlled

f=J

Atmosphere

the

precise processes involved are quite complex (as is explained

Figure 1.

below in 'model results'),

Pechara basin hydrological model concept

Model approach

Scenario study

A two-dimensional

The scenario study focused on the hydrological effects of climate

raster-based hydrotogical model was devel-

oped following the method developed for Rhineflow, Usaflow

change, which is expected to be major in arctic regtons. The basic

and similar modeis. Some modifications

scenario was the IPCC 'most likely' scenario, elaborated for local

were made to allow

for the limited data available on the hydrology for the unsatura-

scenario assuming a raise in annual temperature

ted zone. Where possible, input parameters were derived from

years, accompanied

the available hydrologlcal data; further data were derived from

month are variabie but in the same direction.

by a rise in precipitation

by 2.8°C in 75

of 10%; changes per

the Usaflow model developed for the Usa sub-basin (Van der
Linden, 2002). The model was applied to the 1973-1974

Figure 3 shows how these changes would very significantly

hydrological year with daily time steps, and calibrated so as to

timing and volume of the spring flood peak: peak flows would start

have the best match between simulated

more than a month earl ier and would be more prolonged. This would

and observed flows

have significant effects on flocding regime along the river and in the

just upstream of the Pechora Delta (at station 12). Further
fine-tuning of the model aimed to accurately simulate snow

delta. The effect of temperature

accumulation

greater than the effect of a change in precipitation.

and discharges from sub-basins - as far as the

change on discharge regime is far

available data allowed this. The basic concept and quantifiable
relationships

are shown in Figure 1.

Model results
Figure 2 shows the discharge simulated with the different
model parameterisations.

The overall volume and timing of the

spring-flood and summer-base flow are weil simulated,
although the shape of the spring flood could not be matched
exactly because of unknowns in the effect of temperature

on

hydrology:
• Snowmelt starts when the temperature at the top of the
snow pack is above zero degrees Celsius - this is not the
same as air temperature.

In the initial phase of snowmelt,

refreezing occurs within the snow pack and in the soil; data
on the precise timing of these processes is not available.
• As Pechora flow is generally from South to North, and temperatures in the Southern part are above zero weeks before
they are in the Northern part, snowmelt and ice break-up will
start in the upstream part of the basin when the downstream
part is still frozen. This will clearly impede flow and slow
down the flood peak, but the data to simulate th is in the
model are lacking.
• With the data available, estimates must be made of the
model parameters centrolling flow velocity and snowmelt
characteristics.

Given these unknowns, the model result was

found highly satisfactory.

The model parameterisation

'run_9' was used in the scenario study (Figure 2).

affect

of
Pechara river east of Ukhta, September 2000
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Wild at last: coastal
hydrodynamics at the delta

45000
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Where the river meets the sea, the hydrological conditions

: 20000

~
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show greater variations

~ 15000
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along its course. The delta and coastal foreland of the River

o

in space and time than anywhere else

,~
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Pechora share some peculiarities

t-------

wind surge and large-scale spring flooding because of ice
dams. The saltwater-freshwater

like effe cts of tidal wave,
gradient in the shallow Pechora

bay is extensive and measurable

lower salinity levels occur at

sea at distances over 100 km from its apex. This complexity
Figure 2

was the main reason to leave this part out of the modelling

Model results using different parameter sets. Many other different sets

studies as yet. Instead, two feasibility

were also tested. Run_9 was found to give the closest fit to observed dis-

in this part of the river basin.

studies were undertaken

charges, in terms of timing of the spring flood and overall volume.

One was during the 2003 expedition into the delta when focus

Conditions in the Pechora basin by Van der Linden (2002)

was put to the existence of different vegetation types in rela35000,----------------

--,

30000

-ru"_6:
-present

ti on to frequency of flooding. Transects were described in
Krasnoe, Nel'min Nos and at the mouth of the Lesser Pechora

run_3: T&P+50%
T&P+100%
sltuation

branch. Vegetation types were found to relate especially to elevation and thus flooding regime. Ecotopes which were not spe-

25000

cifically studied but only observed are indicated with '+'. Near
20000

Krasnoe the highest variety of ecotopes was observed. This is
15000
i

II~"

10000

probably a result of a higher diversity of areas, caused by more
differences

in surface heights and consequently

differences

in

flooding frequency. In Krasnoe ecotopes were found which are
5000

characteristic

for dry places, like 'high-water-free forest and

high-water-free hayfield'. The 'Iower-Delta' almost only consists
of ecotope types which are periodically to frequently flooded.
The site mainly existed of marshy floodplains

with species of

Comarum pa/ustre, Carex aquati/is and Equisetum f1uviati/e.
Figure 3

There was almost no forest and Sa/ix species mainly occurred

Scenario study result: simulated effects of a change in temperature and

as shrubs. Although the 'Iower delta' is more flat than the

precipitation on discharges near the Pechora River mouth (station 12).

upper region of the Delta, some areas with steep banks occur

Shown are the discharge changes due to a change in climate as predie-

on river islands close to Korovinskaya bay. They have been pro-

ted by the IPCC (100%), and the discharge change in case climate

bably formed by waves and friction of ice. The latter was also

change is only half of what is predicted (50%). In both cases the main

observed as damages on willow shrubs.

effect is on the timing of discharge; the change in precipitation has IiWe
effect

Average size of the greatest rise of water level at flood in the
area near Nar'yan Mar is 475 cm above the level of winter low
water. Flood pulse diminishes

down stream owing to attenua-

tion of the flood wave and relates to Nar'yan Mar's rises: 85%
at 90 km, 70% at 70 km, 50% at 50 km and 25% at 7 km
distance from the mouth.
A second expedition to the region of the delta was organised in
2004. As a kind of reconnaissance

the research was directed

to the same areas as those of the 1978 expedition by GOIN.
Hydrological characteristics

like flow measurements

in different

channels in the apex region showed minor changes; together
with the rather unchanged patterns of course of the braiding
channels this leads to the conclusion that the morphology of
the Pechora river at its delta is rather stabie. This was confirmed by comparison of satellite

images over a twenty years

time scale. As stated by Polonskiy and co-werkers the delta is
building out mainly at its eastern outlet, in front of the Greater
Pechora channel. Here, extensive shallows in Korovinskaya and
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Pechora Bays are being formed and new forelands have become established

in the region of Zeleniy Island and around the

Ecotope type

code KND

Morskiy Island archipelego. The western part of the delta

high-water-free forest

system and the Korovinskaya Bay seem to become less deep

hlgh-water-free

by sedimentation

hiqh-water-free

processes, which in turn enforces the

eastward bound preponderance

hayfield

herbaceous

of the main flow through the

I;J

frequency

Example of species
dry torest of Sa/ix species,

1;:U9~2.· 4

arious herbacous species Iike

Tanecetum,

cdfTc"arc"a:cxaccc:cun:c),_A,,:C,-;OI:c1it,-;um~se:,:p:cte_nt:cri,-;onccac'/e;---=------1
::~~~7~~~
~;ag=~~~~n~~;atum
tooenetum.

1

Rumex
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~~~b~~~~~:~~odPlain::::ur~1

Part of the study resulted in a literature review making older
available. Interesting are the descriptions

~~g~~~~~7S~i~~~~~~i~~:~'::17:~'~U:p.

f-1-+--+-f-----1

f;.,...." ••
VI

dune

f

-

[sand dune with some
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I

naturallevee hardwood Ob-1

3

+

rarely te

2

periodically
flooded

orest

of the

herbaceaous

natural

Or~2 3

height of the tidal wave in relation to the geographical position

levee

around the shores of Pechorskaya bay as weil as on the river

loodplain hardwood
orest

up to Andeg, The tidal wave decreases in size from more than

naturallevee softwood
orest

Ob-3

1 m at the outer shores, 0.6-0.8 m halfway Russkiy Zavorot

naturallevee softwood
shrub

Ob-4

Ub-1

3

naturallevee hayfield

fits very weil to the biological observations
earl ier. Together with salinity measurements

inshore, this allows a more complete view on

orest of

1

Duschekia

fruticosa

Sa/ix

species.

DusclJekia

truticosa

orest of Safix species (mainly S.
çteuce and S. viminalis)
periodcally
flooded

Shrubs of
$. glauca

Og-2 4

Saiix species (rnalnly
and S. viminalis)

S

phylisitolia

S

phyl/sitolia,

Veronica longltolia,
Veratum Lobeliatum,
Renutïculus
repens, Afchimiffa
Baltica, Poa

1

eaueticus

mixing seawater and river water. Striking is existence of vast

loodplain softwood
orest

territories

loodplain softwood
shrub

of brackish water. Few rivers in Europe
zone in salinity

r'et tloodplaln grassland with Eriophorum
periodicaHy ta vaginatum, Comarum petuetre. Rumex

I Ug-1

herbaceous swamp

the existing currents and on the occurrence of the belt of

Mr-1

6

5

7

frequently
flooded
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marshy floodplain with
Carex

marshy shrubs (mainly S. phylisifofia

bank with

4

and S

:.1 +1

c_los_e_d_la_ke
stagnant
floodplain
channel

Equisetum

tfuviatife,

Carex

aquatifis

steep bank of mainly bare ground and
sometlmes same ploneel species
t

Another feature that deserves attention is the change of water

term changes. From various sources it is evident that sea level

$

bare ground
bank

eroding bank/steep
bank

to 1927, provides an exclusive opportunity to analyse the long-

lanata,

sp

species (mainly S.
S. /appanum
and S

g/allca)

rushes bank

tables that has been recorded. The series of data, going back

s.

f~Y~/sff~/ia,

Comarum pa/ustre,
Eriophorum
sp. Equisetum

Salix

lV/mllJa/ls)
~et shrubs with Sa/ix species (mainly
~hyiisffoiia
and S giallca)

frequently
flooded

sand barlsandy beach

freshwater tides occur have a great biologica I significance.

eouetuts,

~et forest with

marshy floodplain
shrub

of more than 5,000 km2. The occurrence of large areas where

connected lake If smaillot of aquatic plants

2

ot connected old floodplaln channel

f-

shallow sand bed
97 •
otal ecotope types

20 15 13
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at the

coast of Bolvanskiy Nos and Varandei show, besides enormous

Table 1.

variation, a steady increase of ca 25 cm over the past 50 years.

Oeeurrenee

This coincides with the observation

were not studied

of a retreating coastline

over the same time span along the entire East coast of Russkiy
Zavorot peninsuia, with destroyed houses in fishermen's

Taraxacum

[oratensis

rich structured
loodplain pasture

carried out at dif-

rise occurs at a measurable scale. The measurements

Tanecetum,
rotunditolia

orest of Salix species,

made in 2003 and

share the presence of such a huge transitional

Campanula

lAngetica archangelica,
Veronica Longitolia
Bromopsis
inerm/s, Poa pratensis

peninsuia and 0.2-0.4 m at the river mouth. This information

consisting

fruticosa

tk»ded

1

herbaceaous river

ferent positions

Duschekia

j-lt~1'lim,,.tl,,,,,,,,11c~rY~h~a~Yf~ie~ld~w~ithh7iTa~ll~ec~e~tu~m~a~l1~d~Ta~r~ax~a~cu~m~
_2+--+--+_----Ili
Ispecies, Ach/ma mil/etaflum 8nd grass species

--+_-I--+_-F

roUgil

loodplain hayfield

Greater Pechora channel (Figure 4).

investigations
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sites.
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Eeotope

types whieh
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with

= Delta

settle-

ments of Kuznetskiy Nos, Tonkin Nos, Khabuika and Kost' Nos,
as weil as to observed erosion along the Barents Sea coast at
Tobseda, Peschanka To and in Pechora Bay at Dolgiy island.
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water levels by month

of Peehora River (see map)

for different

stations

I

near the

Sum(K-1)/Cv

Another parameter that influences the dynamics of water flow

2

o

is discharge by the river. Long-term measurements

~
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cyclic pattern of declining and increasing discharges.

"
r
4
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phase of annual discharge. after the minimum values recorded
during the mid 1970s. Today's levels of discharge are cornparabie to the records of some 80 years ago and the question

1982

1992

2002

arises to what extent the cycle will be completed by lower

5

Long-term

change

annual

in ave rage discharge

of Pechora

River as measured

80 years of time. Difference-integrated

over almost

water dis charges

(Q) of Pechora

mouth

curve of average

on the data of station

HP

lVar'yan Mar

Pechorskaja
bay

Pechora

delta

region

with hydrological

stations

and site names
used in the text

Retreating

coastline,

Fish warehouse

Russkiy

Zavorot,

for lVavaga storege,

Kuznetskaya

constructed

Based on

these data, the Pechora River is currently on the increasing

levels in future years (Figure 5).
Figure

at the delta

near Nar'yan Mar show a distinct pattern, indicating a possible

Bay, August

2003.

mid :l.980s
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4.3 Biodiversitv, cluster B
Aquatic biodiversity: from lNater
chemistry and benthos to
salmonid fish

B2, B3, B7,B9,

B13,B15

Ludmi/a Khokh/ova, O/ga Loskutova, Vasi/y Ponomarev,
Bram bij de Vaate
If one is to judge the blological significanee of the water part
of the River Pechora, attention of most people is easily drawn
to the presence of valuable fish stocks. Due to the unregulated
main stream, which is at a relatively goed status with respect
to midstream and downstream water quality, the salmonid fish
guild, comprising some 11 species, is completely intact if the
number of species is concerned. Following the change in political system, and the corresponding collapse of fisheries' management, a general lack of adequate surveillance added to the

Atlantic Salmon Salmo salar

increasing needs by the rural population, caused the onset of
a continual decline of the salmonid stocks. Both in NAü as in
Komi people show a general concern about this decline in
stocks, especially obvious in Atlantic Salmon Sa/mo sa/ar. The
reasoning behind this observed decline vary and among the
different opinions two prevail: 1) due to pollution in upstream
parts, the river nowadays is less attractive to the salmon, which
is hampered in its survival, spawning capability and production
of young, 2) due to the downstream catches of rnigratory salmon, the spawning populations of returning adults are heavily
reduced to vulnerable levels. To overcome this stalemate in
arguing, knowlecge is required about the functioning of the biologlcal water system, together with an estimate about fishing
pressure.
50
The hydrochemistry of the river forms the basis for all life

'ö

'"

40

depending on the aquatic part of the basin. A thorough compi-

~

Q)

'0'"

30

lation of existing data sets was carried out in order to arrive at
a basin wide view of water quality parameters. The Pechara

.8

20

E:::l 10

water system still is basically natural and not or to alesser

C

extent polluted. Trophic levels of the water bodies indicate little

0

impact by Man, especially this is due to the low level of aerial

upper

sourees

deposits due to the absence of large industries and low overall
population density. However, there is a trend of water quality
deterioration in the Pechora basin, which manifests itself in

middle

down

o Oligochaeta

• Mollusca

o Ephemeroptera

o Plecoptera

• Coleoptera

o Trichoptera

oxygen deficit and in the presence of pollutants, especially
petroleum, phenols and copper.
30

'"

Associated with the occurrence of unpolluted running waters

.~

25

is the presence of certain aquatic insects. Especially among

~ 20

the stoneflies (P/ecoptera) and caddisflies (Trichoptera), indica-

'0 15

tor species occur.

~

IJl

Figure 6 shows the effect of pollution on the aquatic macro-

10

§

5

c

oj...ll1llll.mountain

fauna. In the unpolluted Bolshaya Synya river (upper panel) the
number of hydrobionts (molluscs, oligochaete worms and
insects) gradually decreases from the sourees to the down
stream. In the Kozhim river (Iower panel) exploitation of mineral
deposits in the upstream part results in increase of hard runoff

submountain

o Hydracarina

o Ephemeroptera

• Coleoptera

m Trichoptera

plain

0 Plecoptera

into the river, deposits of mineral alluvium on primary rubblepebble accretions and as a result a decline of benthos quanti-

Figure 6

ties and a drastically decrease of hydrobionts' species compo-

Variation in aquatic invertebrate species' number in different sections of

sition.

the Bolshaya Synya river (upper panel) and Kozhim river (lower panel)
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At present times, the Pechora basin is still the greatest fishery
region of the North. Nevertheless

the fish stock turned un-

stabie since the 1970s, followed by rapid reduction of industrial catches. Impoverishment

of fish resources became especial-

Iy prominent at the background of industrial development of
the North. There is a common opinion that depression of fish
industry is caused by oil contamination
superficial

survey of statistic

of rivers. But even the

materials displays that reduction

of fish stock began long before the oil spilIs in 1994-1995

at

least, overall fish catches in the Pechora basin feil from 560
ton in 1984 by 20%, down to 420 tons in 1990. Situation worsened by 1992 and was determined
KaTa Sea salmonid fish expedition, August 2003

by a sequence of socio-

economic reasons but is not stipulated

by the oil spill in

Usinsk. Low-Ievel commercial catches stabilised
For identifying and future management of Atlantic Salmon

in 1997. In

1997 -2000, total amount of caught fish recorded was 85 ton

spawning areas, the division into different categones of water

per year, which is 7- 8 times lower than in early 1980s. We

systems is important.

worry about the fact that pressure by Man affe cts first of all

Naturally acidified, oligotrophic

headwa-

ter systems where the species is absent occur beside alkaline,

valuable commercial species (Salmonids).

mineral rich streams where the species spawns.

species underwent the most severe reduction. During the last

Populations of those

Geographically, the Timan Ridge and Ural Mountains form the

14 years, commercial catches of broad whitefish declined 50

basis of the spawning areas of the species. During the expedi-

times and of common whitefish 5 times. In earl ier times,

tions, detailed information was obtained about the occurrence

Nelma was a game fish in the Pechora basin. Nowadays it is
registered only a few times. Our expert assessment

of parr (immature salmon) in different river sections.

confirms

that population of the Arctic Cisco in the Pechora basin has
Beside Atlantic Salmon, information
collected.

been reduced at least 15-20 times. Unsatisfactory

about other fish was

In the river system valuable species occur such as

typical for most populations

condition is

of Salmonids in the Pechora

the rare Taimen Hucho taimen, Nelma or Inconnu Stenodus

basin. Taimen, a former game fish, disappeared

/eucichthys ne/ma, Charr Sa/velinus a/pinus and Siberian

protected rivers. The stock of European grayling decreased in

Grayling Thymal/us arcticus, all salmonid species which are in

the protected rivers, too. The number of breeding salmon and

Komi's red data book. Research carried out in PRISM project

young salmon at salmon-breeding

confirmed the threatened

The greatest negative factor is over-catching, including poa-

status of these species, but also

even in the

grounds diminished

10-fold.

showed detailed effe cts of hu man fishery pressure on the

ching (lilegal fishlng). On the other hand, general deterioration

population structure. Two major conclusions

of migration routes and feeding grounds (including ecosystem

can be drawn:

contamination)
1. The absence of human population in the coastal plain of

is evident. One should also account for the fact

that it is more profitable for the fishermen to sell fish by avoi-

State Nature Reserve Nenetskiy on Russkiy Zavorot, Pechora

ding the official reglstration

Delta has led to the increase of local fish populations;

In the 1990s the situation around the fisherles changed again,

both

and trade system.

species abundance, biomass, condition and age structure

The well-regulated fishery system broke up and became 'non-

point to a favourable status of these waters. Among the

profitable'.

salmonid species, extremely good numbers of Siberian

result, the usage of fishery capacities was reduced to 5- 7 %.

Whitefish Coregonus /avaretus pidschian, Broad Whitefish

Since 1996, fishing is licensed by reglonal departments

Commercial fishing ceased in remote lakes. As a
of

C. nasus and Peled C. pe/ed were recorded as weil as

State Committee for Fisheries of Russian Federation. E.g. in

regular catches of Nelma. This makes this area a 'hotspot'

recent years, 18 private businessmen,

for fish populations.

and the collective fishery of Ust-Tsilma were licensed to fish

2. In the headwater systems of the Eastern Pechora basin, the

in the Pechora river. Nevertheless,

several joint ventures

the number of professional

studies confirmed the heavily exploited state of fish popula-

fishermen

tions. Except for the nature reserves Yugyd Va and Pechora-

in order to legalise fishing for private needs.

reduced ten times. Often, the licenses are acquired

Ilych State Nature Reserve, the other river sections showed
characteristics
distribution

of a strong impact by local fishermen.

Age

of Grayling Thymal/us thymal/us was found to be

shifted to the younger yearclasses.
Salmon were found at the traditional

Stocks of Atlantic
places but populations

We realise that in the framework of the report only some problems of fishery in the Pechora river basin are touched upon;
nevertheless

the report makes us once again take an attentive

view on further development of a consistent

ecological network

of immatures (parr) were smalt. For migratory species, also

of nature protected areas, and creation of effective mechanisms

the protected headwaters, which lay in uninhabited

of management of fish resources using aquaculture,

nature

reserves, already suffer from the more downstream catches.
Evident is the preponderant
fish by local inhabitants.

role of (often illegal) catches of

and draw

near the answer to one of the basic question of nature management: how to unite needs of the economie development
the necessity of conservation
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of natural valuables.

and

Coastal IO\Nlands, a hotspot lor
migratory geese
B8, B11
Rudi Drent, Konstantin

Litvin, Götz Eichhorn, Elena Gurtovaya,

Henk van der Jeugd, Julia Karagicheva, Mennobart

van Eerden

According to aerial counts during the Pechora Delta project,
Barnacle Geese were located breeding on coastal meadow
systems along the West coast of Russkiy Zavorot during the
late 1990s (Van Eerden 2000). This expansion of breeding
range of the species has been observed in a great number of
new localities along the entire flyway. Until the early 1990s the
Barnacle Goose was known to breed on the arctic islands of
Novaya Zemlya and Vaygach, but now the species breeds at
lower latitudes at Yugorskiy Peninsuia, Dolgiy island,
Perebosnaya Bay, Pakhancheskaya

Bay, Peschanka To, Tobseda

cotour ringed Barnac/e Geese allow recording of individua/ movements

and Chaichi islands, Sengeyskiy Bay, Kolguev and further West
on the shores of Kanin Peninsuia and Kola. This enormous
range expansion in the sub-arctic was preceded by a first wave
of range extension that started halfway the migratory route in
the Baltic in the 1980s, first on Gotland followed by western
Estonia and in the 1990s new colonies were recorded along
the Finnish Gulf, the coast of southern Sweden and locally in
Denmark. Even as south as the Netherlands, where the
Barnacle Geese are now successfully
tion of 20,000

breeding with a popula-

birds in summer 2005 (centred in the province

of Zeeland). This remarkable phenomenon that happened in
the past twenty years was the species'

response to a strongly

growing population. As argued by van Eerden et al. (2005) the
main reason of expansion of the population of this and other

Breeding Barnac/e Goose at sa/tmarsh near Tobseda

species of herbivorous water birds was the improved food situation on farm land in the Netherlands, due to intensive fertilizer
application

and selection of palatabie grass strains. By found-

ing new breeding colonies the Barnacle Geese were able to
2200

keep up the high growth rate of the population, which is now
weil over 300,000

birds.

-0

The research in the Tobseda colonies is directed to unravel the
costs and benefits of this behavioural change; apparently some
birds are ab Ie to reduce flight costs by shortening

or even skip-

ping long range migratory flights to and from the breeding area.
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The research, merely by own funds raised by Groningen Univer-
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sity, is a unique challenge to extend our knowledge about bird
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migration. It will allow us in near future to assess the role of
carrying capacity in breeding and wintering areas. The novel

Figure 7

research methods, applying satellite transmitters

Change in body mass of adult Barnac/e Geese (ma/es and fema/es apart)

to individual

birds, resulted in detailed ftight paths recorded during the

for Pechora (Ieft) and Sweden (right). Notice the decline in both areas,

spring of 2005. Out of 16 birds marked this way, 13 migrated

but the higher weight of Pechora Geese at the start of mou/t as weil as

to the Netherlands and returned to the breeding colony and

a steeper decline, which may indicate higher levels of energy expenditure

of these, at least 9 actually bred in Tobseda as verified by

(a combination of food stress, density effects and /ow temperature).

observers (R.H. Drent).

Data H. van der Jeugd
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Delta systems in scope

BB, B10, B12
Ruurd Noordhuis, Angelina Stenina, Vladimir Elsakov,
Mennobart

van Eerden

For breeding water birds the delta and coastal foreland belong
to the ornithological

'hotspots'

at basin level. During PRISM

this was further confirmed by data from the study site at
Tobseda. Using also data from the previous Pechora Delta
project, the ornithological

diversification

has been worked out

for breeding birds at two levels: 1) number of species assessed per study site and 2) idem taking into account number of
territories.

The second approach yielded a better picture when

describing biodiversity. The hydrologlcally conditions

(elevation,

salinity, tides) explained much of the patterns observed. The

Figure 8

saltwater and freshwater tidal areas were home tor most of

Migratory movement of individual Barnacle geese, autumn 2004

the grazing water birds and waders whereas the stagriant
freshwater bay and riverine lowlands were significantly

less

important for these groups. In the latter areas, vegetation
succession

has proceeded to stages with a higher peak

standing stock, which, due to lower energy content, is less
attractive for herbivorous water birds. For breeding waders,
the open landscapes in the tidally influenced region are also
highly favoured. Pools, mudflats and short meadows serve as
foraging areas (crustaceans,
interspersed

insects, molluscs), whereas the

higher rioges with dwarf shrubs or tussocky

vegetation serve as breeding habitat. Micro variation in these
habitat components

is important.

At a larger scale, the presen-

ce of abiotic stress factors as salinity and frequent inundation
thus form a driving factor for the occurrence of the water bird
community. As tall sedges, dense bush and forest lots enter
the scene at the higher grounds, the number of bird species

First record in Western Palearctic of significant degradation of coastal

vegetetion in the breeding area of waterfowl, due to grazing effects by

increases (an effect also noticed for insect and plant communi-

the birds. Khodovarikha August 2003, effect on Carex subspathacea and

ties), mostly due to the increase in insectivore passerines

Puccinellia phryganodes due to grubbing by Bewick's swans and Bean

(Flgure 10).

Geese during temporary flooding after snowmelt

In PRISM we had the opportunity to have a closer look at the
backgrounds explaining the species abundance of the shore
bound ecosystem.
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in different

coastal habitats. The conclusion from this work can be summa-

•

rised as follows:

•

1) Micro-elevation

<:

~

determines flooding frequency and this, in

relation to water quality parameters (salinity, pH, nutrients),

<:
Ol

a.
a

For this reason detailed elevation measure-

in turn affects vegetation succession.

0,1

a

N

most important as determinants

0,01

The early stages are

for the carrying capacity of

these areas.
0,001
0,1

0,2

0,3

Total phosphorus

I_

Tatal Zooplankton

0,5
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2) The same factors also determine the aquatic community

0,6

present in the water bodies. The thermokarst

(mgll)

• Anostraca

lakes are an

extremely rich area for a wide array of different algae,

I

crustaceans
Figure 9

and amphipods and, due to their superfluous

abundance in some reglens. form a key element in the
functioning

Micro-elevation and distance to the coast determine flooding frequency,

of the ecosystem (Figure 9).

3) The herbivorous birds play themselves

and lakes that are frequently flooded receive higher nutrient input.

steering the succession,

Nutrient rich lakes in the lower parts of the landscape usually have rela-

an important rele in

e.g, by grubbing roots and stolons

tively high plankton densities, but nutrient levels also determine species

during spring flood. Examples were described in which a

composition, and species like the fairy shrimps (Branchinecta and

set-back of the vegetation was recorded, in same cases

Polyartemia, Anostraca) are confined to more isolated, oligotropiilc lakes

associated with soil erosion.

2S

4) Although this set-back process is natural, the rate at which
it occurs at some places is probably not; due to the large
population of ducks, geese and swans wintering in the
Netherlands, which resulted from the application of high
PECHORSICAYA

levels of artificial fertilizers on grassland and exqulslte

BAY

conservation measures (Van Eerden et al. 2005), the ecoKolokolk(Wa
B,y

systems in Russia may be unintentionally affected.

benthos
insects
omni
plankton
plants
predator
fish

5) Change in sea level will significantly alter the environment
Zdln~ 1\1
lIQlv~"<kyNo<

in the coastal zone; the frequency of inundation will change

e.oo,\l><h,;I

e.,,\

and thus affect the system of pools and coastal creeks;

)

,

climate change may affect permafrost and therefore the

\

occurrence of thermokarst lakes.

_

{

6) The extremely rich coastal community needs further protection.
Any increase in exploitation of natural resources (fish, oil,
gas), will impose a potential threat to the existence of this
internationally outstanding area.
Figure 1.0
Avian biodiversity

Upstream systems in scope

in the delta region as indicated

by species

to main foraging guilds in breeding birds

tion according

B4,B7,B9
Theo van der Sluis, Svetlana Degteve, Tatyana Pystina, Alla
Kolesnikova, Stef van Rijn, Sergey Kochanov, Mervyn Roos,
Pieter Slim, Vasily Ponomarev, HaraId Leummens
Terrestrial biodiversity may seem an easy target as compared
to the aquatic analogy in science. However, the immense size
of the river basin, the contrasting array of landscape types with
their corresponding species abundance, added to the remote
posttien of the region in Europe, simply prevents the jump to
conclusions if anyone would dare to do so from a blank perspective. Therefore it was feit necessary to conduct a series of
field investlgatlons to the upstream part of the basin. As
contrasting areas three major tributaries of the main Pechora
River were chosen as playfield for regional studies 1) Bolshaya
Synya River, orlginating from the Ural Mountains, visited in
2002, 2) Vel'yu River, visited in 2003 and 3) upper Pechora
River, also from the Ural Mountains, visited in 2003. Synya and

Soil samples,

Bolshaya

Synya, July 2002

Pechora sub catchments had their upper (sub mountainous),
middle (hilly) and lower (river) sections investigated; Vel'yu was
shorter and comprised merely of middle and lower stream
sections, meandering across the sandy plateaus which are so
typical for the centre part of the Pechora basin.
Biodiversity was assessed in the field by multidisciplinary teams
of scientists. Vascular plants, ferns, mosses and lichens were
fully described in study plots. Insects (beetles, bumblebees,
butterflies and dragonflies, among other groups) were completely censused. Among the vertebrates amphibians, reptiles,
smal I mammais, large mammals and birds were under investigation. The camps were situated most typically straight along
the river. From here the surrounding landscapes were visited,
following the technique of area-based census from the levee of
the river to the inner, more distant parts.
The census plots were as much as possible chosen to be
representative for larger areas on the Landsat TM satellite
image. Because of the fact that most of the upland territories
comprise of woodland, attention to forest type was standard.

Beavers
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enlarge

small-scale

biodiversity

of river systems

composi-

Besides forest type, measurements
management

were conducted concerning

scheme (clear-cut, selective telling) and age of

respective stand. A lot of new and unexpected observations
were done. Several new species for the region were found,
which attributes

considerably to the knowledge of these eco-

systems. Multi-scientist

missions are a novelty in this part of

the world, as is the set-up of a standardised

approach of fully

geo-referenced study areas.
To the main conclusions

drawn so far we list:

1. The use of formulas to calculate biodiversity from species
lists (Simpson, Shannon-Weaver and others) is of relatively
little importance

in describing the biodiversity aspects in

this region.
2. The biota under study vary greatly with respect to area of
scale across which comparisons

with respect to habitat type

need to be made. Being situated in rather moderately
disturbed (upland forests) to undisturbed

Track of gas pipeline in taiga forest

and marshes, sub-mountainous

(peat bogs, fens

forests, sub-mountain and

tundra dwarf shrub / lichen communities)

habitats, some

species groups occur at very low densities; this holds for
example for large mammais, birds of prey, and some rarer
insects or fish (butterflies,

long-horned beetles). Therefore

relatively large sub-samples of habitat need to be investigated before one is to draw conclusions

about the presence or

absence of species.
3. Total species abundance (y-diversity) is an often applied but
rather poor measure to describe the system for the purpose
of assessing biodiversity. The development

of a set of indi-

cator species for the relevant taxonomie groups is more
appropriate in this respect. Especially this is true if one is to
[udge the importance of differently aged stands of forests.
Total species number declines at the higher age categones.
although arnongst the species recorded in these categones
the most valuable occur.
4. The vast size of the river basin implicates a large role for

Common Rosefinch Carpodacus erythrinus

effe cts of geographical range. Therefore, species richness
needs to be assessed relative to the area specific number.
Thus, compensation

can be made for the declining number

of species towards the northern regioris.
5. A large part of the basin is categorised

as little or not dis-

turbed by hu man action. This means that species like Bear,
Elk, Wolf, Wolverine and Lynx are widespread and therefore
are only poorly related to environmental

differences

in habi-

tat. Used as indicator species in western Europe, these
'flagship species' for designing size and spatial configuration of nature reserves do not occur at all in the Red data
Correlation

coefficient

(Ind: Red List)
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Insects

Higher plants
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1lövenness
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,

t

,0.16

1°·50
,0.54
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Western Europe.

2

0.41

1°·31
10.52

0.50

book of Komi; this huge area needs a geo-specific reference

Epson

6. This was shown by the correlation

between the diversity indi-

ces and the number of Red List species which was analysed

1°·36

in order to identify the effect of uniqueness on the indices
(Tabie 2). This correlation

0.46

is generally low. The number of

Red List species is not strongly correlated with any of the
indices, although for birds there is a correlation with species
richness (0.71).

Correlation (r) between diversity indices and occurrence of Red List
species
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Forestry
B6

modelling

Mart-Jan Schelhaas, Irma Jorritsma, Alexey Fedorkov,
Alexander Ziotnitskiy
The FORGRA model has been developed to study the impact
of large ungulate grazing on forest development

in Netherlands

(Jorritsma et al., 1999). For the current project, only the forest
development

module of the model was used, excluding the

effe cts of grazing. Some modifications

were made to the model

to adapt it to the purposes of the current study. The main
principles of FORGRA are similar to other forest succession
models and follow the JABOWAjFORET approach (Botkin et al.,
1972; Shugart, 1984). In such kind of modeis, individual trees
are placed in smal I plots and forest succession dynamics is
estimated

by averaglng data of several plots of varying stages

of development.

The plot size is usually derived from the smal-

lest regeneratien unit, namely the crown size of a single mature
tree. The name 'gap model' for this type of models refers to

Figure 11

this unit. Regeneration, growth and mortality of individual trees

Forest management repro model sample output map

and cohorts of seedlings describe tree dynamics. In FORGRA, it
is assumed that light is the main driving force in the processes
of growth, regeneration and mortality.
In this pilot study, the parameterisation

and calibration of tree

species for the model were made on the basis of Russian literature and growth and yield tables. For the final simulations,
set of representative

a

forest types needed to be selected.

However, the Pechora River Basin is a very large area with a
high diversity of biotic and abiotic conditions,

leading to a

multitude of forest types. For this pilot study only a limited set
of forest types could be simulated. Therefore, a very broad
classification

was needed. Another demand was that the selec-

ted forest types could be linked with the other maps in the
PKS, like the MODIS classification,

soil maps and the digital

elevation model (DEM). Firstly, the vegetation zones were
combined with three elevation zones: plains «200m),
mountains (200-400m)

and mountains (>400m).

pre-

Since forest

is only present in the three taiga zones, this yielded nine
areas. For each of these nine areas the most abundant forest
types were listed, based on regionat field experience. This
yielded a total of 21 forest types. However, not all of these
types were visited during the field expeditions,

so for some

forest types no initial situation could be created due to a lack
of data. Furthermore, from the field data it appeared that some
forest types were very similar in terms of forest structure.
Since the herb vegetation is not taken into account in the
simulations,

these forest types were considered as one type.

After this second selection, 8 forest types remained.
During the field expeditions

of 2002 and 2003, respectively

14 and 57 forest plots were measured. At every plot, general
characteristics

were recorded, such as dominant species and

signs of naturalor

human disturbances.

Furthermore, from all

individual trees higher than 0.5 meter, diameter at breast
height (DBH) and height were measured and the species was
recorded. For some trees the age was recorded as weil, usually
based on tree ring counts. In 2003, also the height of the
crown base was measured. Furthermore, in 2003 an estimate
was made of the number of seedlings present on the plot, split

Mature taiga forest with Siberian pine Pinus sibirica
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ForestType 2100
Z-data
Pineforest(>70%)
(100)
Spruee/dark eoniferous forest (>70%) (200)
Meadows/willow shrub (500)
Mixed forest, pine dominated (610)
Mixed forest, spruee dominated (620)
Mixed forest, bireh dominated (640)
Distributed forest, eleareutlregrowth (710)
Unelassified pine/bush fire (750)
Mountain bare rocks (810)
Mountain tundra (830)
Mountains, Open forest (850)
Northern tundra, dwarf shrubs & liehen (860)
Northern tundra, dwarf shrubs & moss (870)
Northern tundra, wet (880)
Boggy tundra (890)
Southern shrub tundra (891)
R lch fen, Carex (910)
Poor fen, raised bog (930)
Poor fen, partly wooded with pine (950)
Sandbank, bare soil, dunes (1050)
Water (1070)
Coastal meadows (1017)

per species and approximate age class. The plot size in 2002
was 300 m-, while in 2003 it was reduced to 100 m-.
For all forest types, three scenarios are simulated, for a 100year period: 1) no management, 2) clear cut at an approximate
age of 140 years of the dominating trees, and 3) selective
felling at the same age. For the birch forest, only two scenarios
are simulated:

1) no management, and 2) clear cut at an

approximate age of 60 years. In the clear cut scenarios, all
trees are removed. We assumed that all seedlings present in
skidding tracks are killed. Outside the skidding tracks, we
assumed a seedling mortality of 30%. In the selective felling
scenarios, the pattern of the skidding tracks was assumed to
be the same. In the skidding tracks all trees were removed,
but in between the skidding tracks only part of the trees were
harvested. The seedling mortality has been analysed and linked
to the MOOIS classes and different biodiversity indices have
been calculated,

including the amount of red list species per

MOOIS class. All slmulations

were done for a period of 100

years. In order to monitor changes in the forest type, the simulation results are classified

every 10 years into the same cate-

gorles as the MOOIS classes. MOOIS classes are based on
remote sensing interpretation,

and are thus only based on land

cover (dominant vegetation) characteristics
classification,

and not, as in our

on climate or altitude. In the MOOIS classifica-

tion, six forest types are distinguished,

mostly based on the

dominant tree species. The rules used to classify simulation
results into MOOIS classes are derived from field expertise,
based on the dominance of the tree species with respect to
basal area.
Age assessment

of a pine tree

During the field expeditions

in 2002 and 2003, data on bio-

diversity for many species and functional groups have been collected in many different vegetation types. These resulted in the
output of the forest simulations

via the MOOIS classification

the preliminary chosen indicator 'number of red list species'.

Forest fires drastically

change

vegetstlon

composition

Selective
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cutting

as seen from the air

to

4.4 Socio-economics, cluster C
Demographic and socio-economie
features of the human population

time, especially in men. A large share of indigenous people
occurs (Nenets).

C1, B10
Modern dernographlc policy goals in Pechora river basin are

Tamara Dmitrieva, Karen Mulders, Alexander Maksimov

urgently needed and could be formulated

as follows: 1) to

The prime objective of PRISM-I was to provide an estimation

reduce emigration rate (for municipalities

along the Upper and

of the socio-economie

Middle Pechora especially) 2) to improve health of population

situation

in the Pechora river basin, to

describe demographic features of the population and provide

3) to develop a better birth rate planning and control 4) to
improve education resulting in positive action and pro-family

backgrounds for future trends and expectations.

attitude.
Demographic

structure

of the population

On the basis of population parameters the municipalities

of

the Pechora river basin may be divided into four main groups:

Economie structure

Rural municipalities (Izhma River and Ust-Tsilma).

Natural-resource

Characterised

oriented industries.

by significant

ethnic uniformity of the population

of the Pechora river

basin
economy is characterised

by fuel and wood

Export of cru de oil prevails. Four types of

(Komi), increased death and birth rates, but lower than average

regional economie systems may be singled out according to

level of rnatriage and divorce.

the character of use of resources, depth and volume of proces-

Town municipalities (Vorkuta, Vuktyl, Inta, Pechora,

sing of raw materiais:

Sosnogorsk, Usinsk, Ukhta). High share of urban population,

Infrastructure-industrial

significant ethnic diversity, decreased death and birth rates,

fuel-energy specialised

but increased level of martlage and divorce.

refining (Ukhta), coal mining (Vorkuta, Inta), eit-and-gas drilling

Troitsko-Pechorsk municipality. Intermediate
and town municipalities.

between rural

Levels of birth rate, martlage and

type of economy is characteristic
municipalities.

for

They comprise oil-

(Usinsk, Vuktyl and Nenetskiy AD).
Industrial-infrastructure

type of economy in municipalities

of

divorce are near to average. but increased death rate.

larger towns (pechora and Sosnogorsk).

Significant rural population and presence of indlgenous natio-

Industrial-rural type of economy with a high share of agriculture

nality.

and agricultural raw processing food industry (Ust-Tsilma and

Nenetskiy AD. Generally declining population, by increased

Izhma municipalities).

death rate and sharply reduced birth rate. The district takes

Industrial-forest resource type of economy is characteristic

one of the last piaces in Russia with respect to expected life-

Troitsko-Pechorsk.

The core of economy is forest industry

for

where wood harvesting prevails. Other branches of industry

basis for a wise use strategy for natural resources. In this

provide sawn wood and bakery products.

respect the preservation
ecotourism

Generally speaking, sustainable

economies occur at two levels,

of traditional

crafts, development of

and development of alternative types of industry

are promising. Social activities in the sphere of restoration

first the hlghly profitable oil and gas industry in Usinsk region

of

natural resources and raise of awareness are considered

and locally in Nenets and second, the rural, almost down to

important attributions,

subsistenee

society.

economy in the Izhma region. Although extremely

in particular by the female part of the

different, both reglens are stabie with respect to prospeets in
development.

All other municipalities

face considerable

blems although a tendency for slight improvement

Wildlife and nature management

pro-

approach

is visible.

Only in Ust-Tsilma region the economie level is extremely low

Formation and realisation of environmentally

and the tendency of development of economy is further down.

requires support in the following directions: growth of the population's standard of living, contributing

Analysis of traditional

economy

Branches of economy traditional

for the Pechora river basin

safe use of nature

to formation of nature

preserving behaviour, increase of commodity cost of the final
product, rising of commercial

and budgetary efficiency per ton

i.e. reindeer breeding, cattle farming, growing of arabie crops,

of extracted raw material in order to decrease the necessity of

fishery and hunting, are in crisis. This is connected with the

extensive resources extraction. Of course this may seem

transformation

contradictory

of the Soviet system of housekeeping to condi-

tions without clear ideas of objectives and mechanisms

in this respect that because a greater weil being

and consequently

of

a population expansion may lead to further

management of rural economy in the North. The present rural

degradation of natural values; however, the present situation

communities'

far from ideal as weil and a lot of poaching and illegal hunting

disorganisation

combined to a significant

activities are based on this poor economie base conditions.

exhaustion of resources of fish and game further deteriorates
this situation.

Diversification

It is considered very important that rural communities

could

of industry may be of further help to broaden

the scope of the economie network. Being less risky than the
economies, the development

should be in accor-

economy and how they think the desirabie future could be

dance with local ecological preconditions

and proportional to

achieved. lt is necessary to format the conditlens for economie

sustainable

decide themselves

independenee of households

and settlements,

management for settlements

and rural territories,

tories of traditional

specialised

what they expeet from improvement of rural

wildlife management

energy and water supplies in the region.

develop selfcreate terri-

and stimulate

co-

management of hunting and fish resources. Thereby it is not
only necessary to work on perfection of the legislation for realisation of principles of co-management

of wildlife resources, but

also to explore possible new variants of exploitation

of these

resources by the rural population and get the dialogue started
with the State Authorities

about how to incorporate these initia-

tives into the current legislation.
Social potentialof

changing use of natural

resources
Prevailing attitude of what might be called 'ecological nihilism'
was observed throughout the study. The constant violation of
traditional

ecological values, where formerly a more careful

attitude to nature was the rule, has now turned into the complete denial of ecological problems. No actions on improving
this situation are expected in near future. Analysis of social
potential in varleus areas, opposing in intensity of use of nature, shows that the social mechanism supporting
nihilism is widespread.

ecological

It is caused by economical

and absence of social control on economical

instability

interests. The

prevailing view is to maximise economical usefulness

at the

expense of nature proteetion and recovery.
According to the study, the familiarity with and willingness to
apply the concept of wise use varies among social groups, It
depends on factors like age, duration of living on the territory,
region and level of income. Important are also the low level of
education and the lack of availability of sourees of information.
However, there are some constructive

practices concerning use

of nature, which under certain conditlens could become the

Oil extraction in Vel'yu area
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is

Production process should be developed under conditions of

salmon a year, of which they use a small part for themselves

ecological safety, the same holds for the transport sector

and the rest is traded or sold on the market.

(ship, rail, road and pipeline).
Very basic to the large-scale use of habitat is the wood har-

All interviewees agree that by official license one is unable to

vesting process. Introduction of non-exhaustive forest-exploita-

catch the amounts of fish that are needed to feed the family.

ti on systems is important and preservation of biodiversity of

While in the past one net was enough, now one would need

forest resources should be promoted. The development of

about four nets to catch the same amount of fish. The result

certified forestry products could be of use in order to extend

of the decline in catch is that people fish with nets year-round

the market for forestry products weil beyond the boundaries of

and everywhere. Many have left the kolkhozes (because of the

the basin. Associated with forests are mushrooms and berries

poor situation) but without another job, there is not much else

that are collected by local people. Developing a better econo-

that they can do except fishing for food and for trade. People

mic infrastructure for gathering and processing of mushrooms

are so dependent on fishing that many have never really check-

and berries is an important way in stimulating people's interest

ed the regulations or the length of the official fishing season.

in a healthy environment. Finally the state could support the

This despite the fact that the fish inspectors from Nar'yan Mar

development of ecological tourism in nature protection zones

regularly check people's licenses, their nets etc. This is pro-

and facilitate the establishment of enterprises for these pur-

bably due to the general attitude, that the inspectors know the

poses.

situation in the area, too, and can be 'quite easily' bribed
when caught red-handed while handling fish unlicensed. The

Salmon fishery today: example from indige-

penalties for poaching salmon are higher than for poaching

nous people in the delta

common fish. Inspeetors take nets with meshes too smal I

How different official leglslation and every day's practice are,

when the owners of the nets are not around. These nets can

was illustrated during interviews with local people. In 2003

be re-collected by the owners after paying a fee. This situation

enquiries were held among the inhabitants of Krasnoe, Nel'min

is by no means typical for the delta alone; everywhere along

Nos, small settiements in the delta of the River Pechora down-

the course of the Pechora the local people tend to fish in order

stream of Nar'yan Mar. Attitude towards Atlantic Salmon is

to obtain enough food for the winter months.

illustrative for the situation with respect to poaching. Salmon
swims up the river Pechora (mainly up the main stream) in
August and September to spawn and die upstream. Private
fishermen can buy a salmon-license from the village council.
This license grants them the right to fish for salmon at a specific spot, at certain specified days. There is no registration of
actual catches, only of the fish brought to the market.
Fishermen have the plight to register the amount of salmon
that they sell on the market. In how far the local population is
honest about the amount of fish they register before selling is
unclear. One family indicated that they catch up to 200 kg of

The history ol lisheries
in the lar North

industry

fishing gear, Buying-up of caught fish and sea mammals was
organised; it generatee interest of fishermen

C2

in development

of commercial fishing and increase of volumes of catches.

Vyacheslav Evdokimov

However, domestic industry couldn't meet the requirements
of fish-processing

industry and even of the population.

Man has used the rich fish stocks in the North for a long time.

Reorganisation

Because of the present situation of declining stocks it is

industrial cooperative associations

interesting to look back into the past. In the report details are

Fish and sea mamma Is processing was delegated to National

presented about Salmon fishery, Navaga and other specific

fish industry (Gosrybtresty),

types of fishery that were carried out. A unique series of

bie for fishing. Uniform purchasing prices for fish and sea

authentic photographs

illustrates

established.
February 1920, a Trade Department

(kolkhoz - a collective farm).

and kolkhozes became responsi-

mammals delivered by fishermen of fishing kolkhozes were

that particular period.

In the 1920s fishing became large-scale, and commercial.

began with joining up of fishing farms into

In

Fishermen and kolkhozes got additional

for over fulfilment

payment

of the fish delivery plan.

in Gubsovnarkhoz was

organised, and in March development of a new basis of fishing

In 1932, motor-fishing

began. In arduous conditions fishermen were provided with

intensify kolkhoz fishing, fishermen were supplied with fishing
gear and transport.

stations were organised with a view to

With their help new fishing places were

developed in the NAO, commercial fishing bases were organised
in the Cheshskaya and Kara Bays, in the Pechorskaya Bay.
Fishing gears, transport

and equipment

fishing stations, experts of motor-fishing

belonged to motorstations managed

commercial fishing and fishing kolkhozes were provided with
extra manpower. New larger fishing gears were introduced for
offshore fishing. motor ships were used for transportation
fishermen to fishing places and back. A fish-collectlng

of

fleet

was operated after World War II in connection to the Pechora
fish-factory. This meant a fast processing and transport to the
plant while cutting, washing, cooling and in some cases treezing of fish was do ne on board. lt increased the quality of fish
products. Near fishing places dwelling houses were built, and
near large fishing places (e.g. Farikha, Olkhoviy Kust) hostels
were built. Cinema-houses,

shops and bath houses appeared.

New villages were established,

for example Shoyna, Belushe,

Indiga etc.
In 1931-1933,
established

the Pechora branch of 'Sevrybgostrest'

two fish-factories
Arctic cod and Navaga fishery, Tobseda (top), Pechora Bay (Iower)

fish-factories

was

in the district, producing frozen and salted fish by
(Indigskiy and Kaninskiy). In 1940, two more

(Cheshskiy and Pechorskiy) were created. Fish

processing increased up to 3,000 tons. In 1957, on the basis
of the Pechorskiy fish-factory a canning line with the production
rate of 8,000 cans per shift was put into operation.

In 1959,

the Pechorskiy fish-factory was reorganised into the Pechorskiy
fishing industrial complex on the basis of amalgamation
the Pechorskaya motor-fishing

with

station. In 1960, the Cheshskiy

fish-factory was included into it. Like fish processing industries, also fish catching in kolkhozes was organised at a higher
level. At first fishing kolkhozes were organised practically in
every settlement of the district, then they became consolidated,
and at present there are seven fishing collective farms amalgamated into Nenets Rybakkolkhozsoyuz.

Fishing kolkhozes of

the district have sea-fishing crafts and take an active part in
sea fishery. In the 1970-80s

in inland water bodies and in

coastal sites of the district the volume of catches of fish and
sea mammals was up to 3,500 tons. At present the canning
line of the Pechorskiy fishing industrial complex is inoperative
and organised industry has largely collapsed.
Sa/mon fishery at /ower Pechora
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Reindeer husbandry
and perspectives
B10, B12

practice
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The Komi people from the lzhma and the Pechora basin adop-
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ted reindeer husbandry from the Nenets people since mid 17th
century. In the 19th century, the reindeer husbandry system
was considerably

improved: the animals grazed all day round,
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the terms of migratlens and slaughter were strictly determined.
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Since that time, reindeer herding acquired a distinct economie

"

character. Sales of meat, tanned hides and other were arranged. Simultaneously,
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reindeer breeding and selection went on.
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80% of total reindeer livestock of the European North concentrates in the European North-East of Russia. Reindeer herding
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Figure 13

sure (Voskoboinikova, Evdokimova, 1988; Northern reindeer her-

Visualisation of changes in lichen species composition with micro

ding, 2001). The structure of plant communities

is regularly

altitude along a 25 m transect at Khabuika. Reindeer grazing at mounds

damaged on graze lands. Recovery succession

of the vegeta-

results in altered species composition

tion is slow but takes place. Main reindeer torage consist of
lichens, herbs (grasses, sedges, buds, horsetails), to alesser

The literature data testify that dominant plant cover changes

dagree of bush leaves (dwarf birch and willows). In bumper-

on tundra sites as a result of intensive reindeer grazing, In a

erop years, the reindeer eagerly feed upon mushrooms.

typical tundra community fructuous

Early-

lichens, with interspersed

spring and summer graze lands are situated in tundra and

mosses and dwarf shrubs, dominate the plant cover. Perennial

forest tundra, late-spring ones in tundra, late-autumn and winter

herbs (grasses, sedges and mixed herbs) massively overgrow

ones in the forest zone. They have an overgrazed lichen cover

reindeer herdsmen's camps, overgrazed land lots and tracks

as they are used in the cold season when reindeer are short of

used by reindeer brigades (Dedov, 1931, 1933; Andreev, 1933,

green torage. Figure 12 depiets range lands as currently in use.

1935; Sambuk, 1933; Khantimer, 1974).
Available literature data are scarce and date back half a century ago, that is why it is urgent to study grazing-induced transformation of soil cover of reindeer grasslands

in the Pechora

basin. At present, reindeer grazing is under great pressure
because of economie perspectives.
it is the traditional
sustainable

For the indigenous people

way of living. lt is necessary to find a

way for future generations,

circumstances

i.e. providing dignified

for existence without harming the northern

tundra communities.

Figure 12
Range land of different reindeer kolkhozes

Reindeer sledge, Nenetskiy HiIIs, August 2003
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company refuses to acknowledge the agreements.
One of the inconveniences that the herders and reindeer experience because of the oil development on their land is that
certain areas of the northernmost
inaccessible

pasturelands

have become

because of pipelines crossing the migration rou-

tes. (For instanee some of the autumn pasture grounds of the
4th brigade of Yerv.) The pipelines are not high enough for the
deer to go underneath (herders say that the average height of
the deer's shoulders were used as a measurement,

not the

average height of a deer with its antiers) but too high to go
over them.
Another inconvenience
sanctuaries

is that the pipelines have made ancient

inaccessible, or even destroyed them (as the sanct-

uary was right on the planned trajectory). Although officially
Christians, most Nenets still honour ancient traditlens.
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of sanctuaries

With pride the Nenets teil stories of Russians who ca me to

utë ëta

famous sanctuaries
In PRISM some pilot investigations

without respect and were punished for it.

Like the story of Russian fishermen who ca me to Koz'min

were carried out such as to

quantify the change of vegetation composition

inclu-

to avoid bad luck 'just in case'.

Perelesok and laughed about it. They left without leaving some-

due to gras ing.

Figure 13 shows a detailed picture of the grazed mounds on

thing personally out of respect for the Gods as was still the

the Malozemelskaya tundra.

tradition.
fishermen

Not much later a severe storm started and the
kept walking in circles, returning to the sanctuary

Profitable reindeer herding

over and over again. Finally they decided that maybe the place

From interviews with representatives

was special and maybe they should be more respectful. They

and workers in the

Reindeer brigades 'Yerv' and 'Kharp' (Nar'yan Mar region), a

left some personal belongings and soon the storm ceased and

closer look at the day-to-day practice is got. A self-sustaining

the fishermen could go home.

herd has to have at least some 500 animais. A profitable herd
contains some 1500 animals or more. A lot of reindeer meat

Furthermore, along the pipelines a large zone of tundra vegeta-

needs to be sold on a yearly bases to compete with cheaply

tion is destroyed because of the heavy traffic while building the

produced meat (beef, chicken) from the south. Reindeer meat

pipes, which means that there is less food for the reindeer in

is comparably expensive due to the high costs of transporta-

the direct vicinity of the pipes too. Some people are afraid that

tion: the long di stances and high prices of fuel make snow

their land mlght sink because of the mineral extraction and be-

scooters or other land-based transportation

come unusable (there seem to be some examples in Siberia).

impossible to use.

Helicopters are the only means of transportation

between the

Oil spilIs have occurred according to the interviewees.

One

tundra camp and the market, but a flight of one-hour costs ca.

quite destructive

1000 USD. The more people chose the cheaper meat from the

1995, but no one gave any details. Once at Kumzha, right at

spill on land is said to have occurred around

south, the less the reindeer herders earn. The less they earn,

the mouth of the delta an oil weil had caught fire and to stop

the more they have to make debts to pay for transportation

the fire from spreading under ground a small nuclear bomb

and the less they can invest in the health and growth of their

was dropped on the weil (curiously enough it seems that not

herd. One of the reasons that the reindeer herders of Yerv are

many locals know this). Also the Pakhancheskaya Bay has

quite sympathetically

been polluted because of a leak in an oil tanker.

towards the oil and gas industries on

their land is because the companies offer new trade and good
transportation

opportunities.

So far no oil and gas companies

In a wider area, on Kharp land and in the north of the

are active at this moment on Kharp land, nor on the

Malozemelskaya

Malozemelskaya

and everywhere are the remains of test drlllings. Everywhere

Tundra.

these expeditions

Tundra, geologists have explored the region
left behind piles of rubbish (rusty metal,

Oil and Gas in the reg ion

steel cables, glass, etc.) at prospecting sites. Sometimes

Understandably,

these sites have been covered up with sand so that it would

development
considered

members of Yerv are quite positive about

in their region. The oil workers in the field are

be less visible, but still reindeer often hurt themselves.

'nice' and 'OK'. They help the reindeer herders to

get food, fuel and transportation
furs. But the developments

Sometimes a deer is bleeding so badly, or gets blood poisoning from the rust that it has to be put down. Moreover, no

in exchange for meat and

more tundra vegetatlon is growing on these sites that provides

have a darker side as weil. Less

food for the reindeer. At some places grasses covered the site,

positive is the attitude of the oil developers that organise from
further away: there had been some agreements between the

but often it is just bare sand that slowly shifts to other areas

herders of Yerv and the oil company, but now the oil company

as weil.

has been taken over by new owners. The agreements,

however,

have not been taken over and (or maybe because) the new
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4.5 GIS and Database management, cluster D
Pechora-GIS:
through
D1, D2

a major break-

• Base map production.

Based on the suggestion made by

AGIKS, the 1:1,000,000

scale Russian base map was used

in the PKS for the Pechora basin maps. AGIKS showed that

Alexey Serov, Haraid Leummens, Vladimir Elsakov

this scale has similar accuracy when compared to the grid
cell size of the MOOIS grid;

One component of the envisioned OSS is a Geographic Land &
Water Information System (GIS). Structured around databases

Currently there are 59 layers in the Pechora GIS, compiled both

containing geo-referenced scientific

from existing as newly derived materials and from different

baseline information

abiotic and biotic terrain components

on

and parameters, the GIS

serves as a tooi for 1) additional data acquisition

cessing; 2) data storage and retrieval, data management;
data analysis and integration;

institutions.

and pre-pro3)

and 4) product generation, visu-

Pechora Knowledge System, a
first step towards a DSS
D2,D3

alisation and data export.
The preparation

of the unified GIS map project with geo-

referenced thematic data in accordance with the standard

Poul Grashoff, Alexey Serov

vector and raster format required a number of primary and
intermediate

actions, including:

A knowledge system includes components

which structure the

required data in a database system, calculate the impact of
• Projection

definition.

selected management options and which present the results of

lt was agreed to use as projection

UTM zone 40 North, with WGS 84 as geodetic datum and

the model calculations

spheroid. This means that all GIS files must be in this pro-

the quantifying effects of management options. Simulation

jection, both vector and raster data, in order to be combined

mode Is or other methods will quantify these effects.

in a clear way. The approach includes

into one map and dataset;
• Study area delineation.

The study area delineation was done

1. Graphical User
Interface (Gm)

based on a watershed boundary file. For specific scientificanalytical purposes, especially covering the northern parts

I

Background
information

of the Pechora basin, the Pechora Delta, Malozemelskaya
Tundra and Bolshezemelskaya

2. Informntion system
! -Scientific

•Reports

Tundra were included for some

Reports on the basin
-Static GIS maps & data
-Model

specific

data

on the basin

-Sratic maps & data

map layers;

Input

• Grid definition.

All grids need to have the same definition,

-Managemcnr
options
-Scenario selection

in

order for grid cells to match. It was do ne as follows:
- 1. The Xo and Yo coordinates

•Model

of the upper left corner of the

calcnlations

3. Computational framewerk

Anll1ysls
-Comparison

grld as the minimum X and maximum Y coordinate of the

tables.

ofresults

in

-Forest developmenr
repro model
-Hydrclogic at model

eh ..uts and maps

Pechora basin map layer. Using the preliminary MOOIS
grid file, after projection to UTM zone 40 North this were:
Xo = 121917.780936

and Yo = 7577763.7911;

- 2. The number and length of grid cells in X and Y direction.
The grid cell size is 250 m in each direction. The number
of grid cells must be determined

Figure 14
Outline of knowledge system software

so as to cover the

who Ie Pechora basin. Both in horizontal and vertical

The knowledge system consists of a user interface and two

direction the number of grid cells is 3080. This will allow

subsystems,

grld cell size variations of 500m, 1,000m,
5,000m

and 10,000m,

as is indicated in tigure 14:

2,000m,

as likely is needed by the hydro-

• The user interface aids the user to define, calculate, manage

logical model (500 or 1,000m grid) and the B1 bird

and evaluate results of cases. The user interface also helps

distribution

the user by providing background information

maps;

in the form of

reports on the Pechora basin and static GIS maps. The user

- 3. It is proposed to give all grid cells outside the Pechora
basin a no-data value. This is in order to reduce the

interface is non-linear to allow the user to directly select an

computational

item of interest, comparable to the windows explorer. As

load.

much as possible the user interface uses interactive maps to
• Cutting

allow the user to understand where something is happening.

GIS layers to fit Pechora basin boundary. At the

final stage of collecting maps and integrating them into the

• An information

map project, in all GIS layers the area outside the Pechora
basin must be cut away. If grld cells located beyond the
boundary of the Pechora basin are kept included in the

system containing all relevant background

data and model data. The background data consists of
reports and static GIS maps.
• A computational

framework: this is a set of linked rnathema-

maps, a missing value needs to be assigned in order to

tical models which enables a quantitative

exclude them from processing.

effects of management options on the physical and ecologi-

For some Cluster Bdatasets

a more extended grid was allowed;

cal systems.
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analysis of the

PSIR diaeram:
FresslU'e-State-interaction-RuplinSe

The computational

framework for the PRISM-05 project PKS

consists of 1) Basin Forest Development and Red List Species
Repro Model and 2) Pechora Basin Hydrological Model.

State

The role of these mode Is in relation to the Pressures, State
A.I

Bosin hydrologieal model

Dynamic
model

and Response system in the Pechora is visualised

in Figure

15.
FORSt managemera model
red lilt species indicllor

&.

Repro
model

A short description
TUIldra management

scenario's

Biodiversiry and
Ecosystem value
Socio·econornic

Rood

scenario's

Statie

of one of the models as weil as the inputs

and outputs is given in the sections below.

Statie

Stalle

Hasin Forest Development Repro Model
Technically speaking this is not a model, but a representation

conslrueuon.

on a grid of forest developments

t
Pn~SSUrl~

defined in a look-up tabie.

The look-up table is generated using the detailed (tree level!)
forestry model (FORGRA) from Alterra. The look-up table has

Figure 1.5

three dimensions:

PS/R diagram of the re/ations of the mode/s in the computationa/ frame-

1. Forest type (based on MOOIS, vegetanen zone and elevation)

work; box- inscriptions in b/ack were achieved during PR/SM phase /

2. Forest age (years)
3. Forest management

~".

~

&., ~ ~

.~~~~
8

'~1

]

of the lookup table to the Pechora basin is

do ne per grid cell, by checking the Forest Type class and the
user-defined Forest management class. Then for that grid for

§

~(
....

\

The translation

each simulation

year a forest vegetation type (class) is found

in the lookup tabie. In the same way the number of red list
species is derived based on the forest vegetation type. Other
results, such as the forest value per grid cell or group of cells,
may be coupled to this in future.
Unfortunately

this model was identified as missing in all work

plans in the inception phase. Limited resources were provided
by Demis and Alterra to solve this gap. The inputs and outputs
of the model are based on look-up tables with forest type
development

results of the detailed forest plot model FORGRA

and a look-up table with red list species coupled to the forest
type. Other inputs were user-defined forest management
scenarios; the MOOIS land cover map; Vegetation zone; Forest
Pechora

basin topography

':"IP-.:""'.~"",_<WJ

Age map; and the Digital Elevation Model.
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Results are thematic maps of Forest Land Type and Red List
Species as weil as a geo-located overview of all MOOIS vegetation classes resulting from that management option .
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Conclusions on the results are described in the report of the
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cluster in more detail. Results do not include climate change
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effects as yet and are still preliminary, mainly due to the mis-
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sing forest age map for larger territories.

These data need to

be coupled from the forest cadastre data before model runs
provide meaningful results. Extrapolation of the model results

>.",

~ "50

from a few field plots via a few forest types to such a huge
area as the basin is certainly questionable.

This problem is

made much worse by the reduction of ten available FORGRA
forest vegetation types to only six forest types in the MOOIS
Figure 1.6

classification.

Examp/es of thematic maps

and has proven workable and is therefore a significant
forward.
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However, the model output is straightforward
step

4.& Public awareness and communication, cluster E
Vera Kopitova, Svet/ana Zegirove, Sergey Koz/ov,

Construction of a biological
station on Lovetskiy Island,
Pechora Delta

Hara/d Leummens, Vasi/y Ponomarev

Mennobart

PRISM and the public
E1,E2, E4

van Eerden

Within the PRISM project a special multi-Ievel interface to the

One of the prerequisites for preservation of the most valuable

society was designed to tackle aspects of awareness and

territories is the creation of nature reserves. At the mouth of

understanding at the local, reglonal, national and international

the Pechora River a large strictly protected state nature reser-

level, and to promote the cooperation arnong scientists invol-

ve, a so-called Zapovednik, was established in 1997. This

ved in the implementation of the project. The main thematic

zapovednik 'Nenetskiy' comprises the coastal areas of the

fields of interest to be covered by raising awareness and

Russkiy Zavorot peninsuia north of the delta, as weil as the

understanding include the values of natural ecosystems and

outermost stretch of the delta itself and the island in

their biodiversity, the sustainable use of natural resources and

Pechorskaya Bay. Most of the work carried out in this area, e.g.

sustainable economic development, integrated water resources

during the Russian-Dutch Pechora Delta Project in 1995-1999,

management, the basin approach in river basin management,

used either Nar'yan Mar, the completely abandoned small sett-

and public stakeholder involvement in the decision-taking pro-

lements in the area, or tent camps as basis for the work that

cedures.

was undertaken.

The Project Executive Managers in Russia and the Netherlands

Since quite some time, the direction of Nenetskiy Zapovednik

coordinated the implementation of awareness actlvities in the

was eager to create a monitoring station in the area itself.

PRISM project. Main implementation actlvities were executed

Thanks to a joint initiative by the Norwegian, Dutch and

by staff of the Institute of Biology (Komi Science Centre, Ural

Russian authorities, the plan was launched to build a moni-

Division, Russian Academy of Sciences), the NGO 'Snegyr'

toring station on Lovetskiy Island, in the Korovinskaya Bay

(Syktyvkar), the NGO 'Man & Nature' (Pechora) and the Regio-

north of the delta. This area is centra I in the delta region.

nal Non-commercial Ecological Organisatlon 'Istoki' (Nar'yan

strategie for controlling poaching activities and not to far from

Mar), based on cooperation and support of all involved PRISM

either Nar'yan Mar and the coastal peninsuia. The Norwegian

counterparts and subcontractors.

In the Netherlands, the

Wetland Advisory & Training Centre at RIZA in Lelystad provided
support to the training and awareness activities.

and Russian authorities coordinated much of the organisation,
the management of building activities and most of the
logistics, The Dutch role comprises a continuous support in
scientific direction and monitoring data and the purchase of

The main type of awareness raislng activities included stake-

a vital part of the station itself: the generator, which supplies

holder study tours, distribution of information, training courses

electricity for the station at this remote locality. In future,

and conferences.

training of the staff is a likely option, if required necessary by

the Management

Thanks to the supreme efforts of the crew of one of the other

Board.

For future visitors the long way of preparation, the negotiations

boats and especially that of Aage Terris Ekker, three lives could

about logistics, financial affairs and other struggling with

be saved out of the choppy sea, but for the fourth person all

bureaucracy will not be visible. The finishing of this prominent
new building is an important step towards the effectuation

efforts were in vain that terrible night.

of

the management of this nature reserve.

May future deve/opments with respect to the station bring a wise management to this reglon, ab/e to cope with the monitoring and research of

Those who were closely connected during the phase of con-

this extreme/y interesting environment but etso ab/e to beat the someti-

struction will always remember that remarkable opening pro-

mes extreme/y harsh conditions.

cedure in September 2004. In view of several thousands

of

Bewick's Swans who were fattening up on pondweed tubers in
the nearby bay, the visitors from Russia, Norway, Sweden,
Finland and the Netherlands commemorated
construction,

the process of

but also highlighted the fact that only because

of joint action such an enterprise could ever result in a
successful venue.
That same evening, following the opening ceremony a tragic
event happened, which became fatal to one of the visitors from
Nar'yan Mar. Because of the warm summer and corresponding
low water period of 2004, the Pechora River was unassailable
for a large part of the summer. Therefore the blologtcal station
was still left without windows and doors at the opening event
and the visitors were planned to spend the night at Kost'Nos,
one cape further to the West in Korovinskaya Bay. Three boats
left the station for a joint journey in rough weather. Two kept
together but one of the open boats, with four men on board,
shipwrecked on the bay that night during stormy weather.

